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SESSION: DIFFERENT VISIONS FROM ANALYSTS

SASE: Is it "Secure Access Service Edge" or "So Another Superfluous Effort"?

Mauricio Sandoval, Research Director, Network Security, Gartner

Since being coined, thirty vendors have been released promising to take forward enterprise. But is it? The networking world – perhaps fragrantly at times – the security industry is full of hot buzzwords and overly inflated expectations. The cynic could quickly think of SASE as "So Another Superfluous Effort."
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The CISO Future of Trust Playbook Demands a "Software-Defined Secure Access Approach"

Joel Brading, Research Director, European Security, IDC

Security has been thrust to centre stage as a fundamental enabler for new business models. Companies need to demonstrate that they can be trusted, not just from a security perspective but in a much more holistic sense. What better way to enforce trust than access to zero-trust concepts in a Software-defined Secure Access (SDSA) security framework?
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Coffee/Networking Break - 15:00 to 15:30

LIVE DEBATE - What is SASE: an Architecture or a Product?

Chairman: Roy Chua, Founder and Principal of AvidThink

Mauricio Sanchez, Research Director, Network Security and Data Center, Dell'Oro Group
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